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Phenomenological model for history effects and metastability in weakly pinned superconductors
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We present a phenomenological model to describe features in the hysteretic magnetic response of weak
pinning superconductors across the peak effect region. It accounts for the experimentally observed history
dependent behavior of critical current density and the metastability of the vortex state prior to and across the
peak effect region of superconducting systems such as NbSe2 , CeRu2 , and YBa2Cu3O7. Moreover, this model
reduces to Bean’s critical state model as a limiting case.
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The hysteretic magnetic response of a type-II superc
ductor provides a measure of pinning of the vortex state.
traditionally described by Bean’s critical state model1 ~CSM!
in commonly encountered situations where the pinning pr
erty is uniquely determined by the magnetic field value a
fixed temperature. But it fails to even qualitatively accou
for the recent experimental observations in weak pinn
samples of systems such as NbSe2 , CeRu2 , YBa2Cu3O7,
Ca3Rh4Sn13, etc.,2–5 that exhibit a pronounced peak effe
~PE!. In this paper we propose a model that accounts for
the features of the hysteretic magnetic response descr
below.

The phenomenon of PE is the occurrence of an anoma
peak inJc vs H at a fieldHp just below the upper critica
field Hc2. Within the Larkin-Ovchinnikov collective pinning
theory,6 the increase inJc signifies a decrease in the corr
lation volumeVc over which the vortex lattice~VL ! remains
correlated. In other words, VL undergoes an order to dis
der transformation across the PE region.2,7 A variety of
anomalous behavior is observed in this region:~1! The mag-
netizationM vs field H curve measured in the field increa
ing cycle ~forward curve! and that in the field decreasin
cycle ~reverse curve!, which constitute the so-called enve
lope loop, are highly asymmetric in the peak region.8 ~2!
Ravikumaret al.2 studied the magnetic response of weak
pinned VL in single crystals of NbSe2 and CeRu2 by varying
the field after cooling the sample in a fieldH,Hp ~the field
cooled or FC state!. Surprisingly, the change in field caus
the magnetization values toovershootthe envelope magne
tization curve. A subsequent change in field causes the m
netization values lying outside the envelope loop to gra
ally return towards the envelope curve.~3! Furthermore, the
minor curves starting from a point (H,Hp) on the forward
curve saturate without meeting the reverse curve, although
they remain well within the hysteresis envelope.3–5 ~4! On
the other hand, the minor curves starting from a pointH
,Hp) on the reverse curveovershootthe forward branch of
the envelope.3
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These observations cannot be understood within
framework of CSM and indicate thatJc is magnetic history
dependent over a large part of (H,T) space.3,9–11 In what
follows we describe a phenomenological model that accou
for all the above violations of standard CSM.

The field distribution in a superconductor is described
Maxwell’s equation¹3B5m0J, wherem054p31027 and
B andJ are the local-field and current distributions, respe
tively. For simplicity, we consider a superconducting sla
extending from 0 to 2a in x dimension and infinite iny and
z dimensions. The field profileB(x,H) at an external fieldH
along thez axis is symmetric aboutx5a and we therefore
confine the discussion to the region 0,x,a. B(x,H) is now
determined by]B(x,H)/]x52m0J with the current density
J parallel to they axis. In the standard CSM,J56Jc , when
BÞ0, andJ50, whenB50. The upper~lower! sign is ap-
plicable on the forward~reverse! curve. Moreover,Jc ~posi-
tive! is uniquely determined byB at a given temperatureT.
The limiting values of magnetizationM are 2m0Jca/2 and
m0Jca/2 on the forward and reverse curves, respectively.
possible isothermal magnetization values should lie wit
these limiting values. This is clearly violated in the PE r
gion of weak pinning superconductors as discussed abov
view of the inadequacy of the CSM in such situations,
propose the following model which reduces to CSM as
special case.

We consider the field profileB(x,H) at an external field
H which is governed by

]B~x,H !/]x57m0Jc . ~1!

When the external field is increased~decreased! by an infini-
tesimal quantitydH, the field profile is altered toB(x,H
6dH), which corresponds to a new current distributionJc8
determined by

]B~x,H6dH !/]x57m0Jc8 . ~2!
R6479 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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To allow for the history dependence in theJc , we propose
the following new form forJc8 , which is central to our mode

Jc85Jc1~ uDBu/Br !~Jc
st2Jc!. ~3!

The parametersJc
st ~stable current density! and Br ~retarda-

tion parameter! are only assumed to be uniquely determin
by B andT. DB is the change in local fieldB for an infini-
tesimal variation6dH in the external field.

Let us now examine the consequences of Eq.~3!. First, it
allows Jc to depend on the magnetic history of the syste
thereby lifting the restriction on the uniqueness ofJc im-
posed in CSM. Second,Jc can be different fromJc

st but such
a state is metastable. The metastableJc is driven to its stable
valueJc

st by a change in the local fieldB, independent of its
sign, as ensured by the absolute valueuDBu in Eq. ~3!. This
evolution ofJc is shown schematically in section~i! of Fig.
1, when initial Jc is both greater and less thanJc

st and for
both increasing and decreasingB from the ambient value in
each case. Additionally, section~ii ! of Fig. 1 shows a similar
approach toJc

st , when the field is cycled. Physically, we ma
imagine that in the absence of thermal fluctuations it is
change in local fieldB that can move the vortices from the
metastable configuration. It could be considered as ano
mechanism in addition to the current driven reorganizat
of the vortices from the metastable vortex state elucidated
Paltiel et al.12 in a more strongly pinned sample of NbSe2.
Third, this model reduces to the usual CSM in the limitBr

50, i.e.,Jc85Jc5Jc
st ~in order thatJc andJc8 remain finite!.

Thus, in our model,Jc
st represents a unique parameter d

scribing the pinning property of the stable state, i.e., the r
played byJc in CSM. Br is a macroscopic measure of th
metastability at a given field. We expect it to depend on
competition between elastic and pinning energies. W
elasticity dominates~i.e., H far below the peak regime! or
when pinning dominates~i.e, H.Hp) we expectBr to be
small ~zero!. But when the two energies are comparable~as
in the PE region! and, moreover, thermal fluctuations a
inadequate,Br is large implying a large free-energy~energy
as well as entropy! barrier between the ordered and diso
dered phases.

FIG. 1. Approach of the current densityJc towardsJc
st given by

Eq. ~3! is schematically shown as a function of fieldB for a fixed
Jc

st . ~i! At point A, Jc.Jc
st and Jc decreases when the field is in

creased~path b) or decreased~path a). Similarly, at pointC, Jc

,Jc
st and Jc increases when the field is increased~path d) or de-

creased~pathc). ~ii ! The same is shown under the application of
oscillatory field.
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Using the form ofJc8 @cf. Eq. ~3!# in Eq. ~2! and using Eq.
~1! we get

]uDBu/]x52uDBu@m0Jc
st6]B~x,H !/]x#/Br . ~4!

We note thatuDBu5B(x,H1dH)2B(x,H) in the forward
case anduDBu5B(x,H)2B(x,H2dH) in the reverse case
Integrating Eq.~4! from 0 to x with the boundary condition,
uDB(x50)u5m0dH, and passing through the limitdH
→0, we obtain

~1/m0!]B~x,H !/]H5exp@$2m0Jc
stx7B~x,H !6m0H%/Br #.

~5!

Knowing the initial profileB(x,H0) at some fieldH0, the
profile B(x,H) can be determined from Eq.~5! at all subse-
quentH. Jc

st andBr are assumed to be slowly varying fun
tions ofB and treated as constants~depending on the applied
field H) while integrating Eq.~4!.

First, we consider a simple case, whereBr is independent
of field and Jc

st5J1 for H,H0 and Jc
st5J2(.J1) for H

.H0. This mimics the sharp jump inJc , when the VL
changes from an ordered to a disordered state across the
region.7 This simple case is analytically solvable and t
details will be published elsewhere. In the forward case,
fieldsH<H0, the system can be prepared in the state wit
stable current densityJ1 ~as described in Fig. 1! correspond-
ing to the field profileB(x,H)5m0(H2J1x). For subse-
quent fields on the forward cycle, the field profile evolv
according to Eq.~5! with the upper sign. Similarly, on the
reverse cycle, the field profile at someH.H0 can be pre-
pared in a state with the stable current densityJ2, corre-
sponding to the field profileB(x,H)5m0(H1J2x). For de-
creasing field on the reverse cycle, the field profile
obtained by solving Eq.~5! with lower sign.M is determined

FIG. 2. Normalized magnetization curves on the forward a
reverse field cycles. ForH.H0(H,H0) on the forward~reverse!
curve, magnetization approaches the standard CSM v
2H2* /2(H1* /2) asymptotically. We assumedH2* /H1* 5J2 /J1520.
The minor curve~I! obtained by decreasing the field from the poi
P on the forward curve saturates without merging with the reve
curve. The minor curve~II ! obtained by increasing the field from
the pointQ on the reverse curve overshoots the forward envel
curve. The minor curve~III ! obtained by decreasing the field from
point R(MFC50) corresponding to the FC state atH,H0 over-
shoots the reverse curve. The minor curves are calculated
4pBr /H2* 52.53103. In Bean’s model (Br→0), the minor curves
remain within the forward and reverse curves.
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using M (H)5(1/a)*0
aB(x,H)dx2m0H. The integration of

the field profiles is carried out numerically. MagnetizationM
~normalized byH2* 5m0J2a) on the forward and revers
field cycles is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function ofH ~normalized
by Br). For largeH, M on the forward cycle approaches th
limiting value 2H2* /2 corresponding toJc5J2. As the field
is reduced well belowH0 on the reverse cycle,M approaches
the limiting valueH1* /25m0J1a/2.

Let us now discuss the minor magnetization curves. W
the external field is decreased~increased! from a given value
on the forward~reverse! curve, the field profile is calculate
in the spirit of critical state model. To the lowest order, t
sign of the local current densityJc reverses, when the sens
of local field change is reversed.1 The local-field changeDB
further contributes a term that drives the current densityJc

closer toJc
st @cf. Eq. ~3!#. The minor magnetization curve

~II ! obtained by integrating the field profiles in the case
field decreasing~increasing! from a pointP(Q) on the for-
ward ~reverse! cycle is also presented in Fig. 2. The min
curve ~I! initiated from the forward curve saturates witho
meeting with the reverse curve,3–5 while the minor curve~II !
initiated from the reverse curve overshoots the forward cu
just as seen in experiments.3

We now consider a superconductor cooled in a fi
HFC,H0 ~cf. point R in Fig. 2!. The initial field profile in
the FC case can be assumed to be uniform with zero sh
ing currents. An infinitesimal change in the local fie
m0HFC induces a shielding currentJc

FC . A further change in
the local field drives this current closer toJc

st @cf. Eq. ~3!#.
From experiments we know that FC state has a critical c
rent densityJc

FC which is higher than that on both the in
creasing and decreasing field cycles.2,9–11 Implementing this
idea, we calculated the field profile for decreasing exter
field from the valueHFC . We have chosenJc

FC(H,H0)
5J2 signifying the supercooled disordered state of vor
lattice.3,9 In Fig. 2, we present theM vs H curve ~III ! ob-
tained by decreasing the field from the FC state, which m
ics the experimental results.

Having thus established the qualitative agreement
tween the results of our model and those in recent exp
ments, we apply this model to a specific case, i.e., in the
region of NbSe2 at a given temperature~6.95 K! with a more
detailed parametrization than in the idealized case descr
above. Below some fieldHlow and aboveHp , the minor
curves are observed3 to conform to the CSM, implying the
absence of history dependence inJc . This also amounts to
Br being zero for these field ranges. The history depende
is observed in the intermediate fields (Hlow,H,Hp), and
to account for this we assumeBr}(H2Hlow)2(Hp2H)2.
To obtain a semiquantitative understanding of our data,
further parametrizeJc

st in the following form:

Jc
st~H !5Jc1~12H/H1!1Jc2e2(H2Hp)2/2HW

2
. ~6!

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~6! reflects the
peak inJc

st vs H. The choice of the above specific forms f
Br and Jc

st is not unique. But the conclusions are not cr
cially dependent on this choice.

We now consider the initial field profileB(x,H0,Hlow)
5m0@H02Jc

st(H0)x# applicable in the forward cycle. Solv
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ing Eq.~5! numerically~with upper sign!, we obtain the field
profile B(x,H) for H.H0(50.04T). Similarly, in the re-
verse cycle, we start with an initial state at a fieldH0
(50.13T).Hp , where again the field profile is uniquel
determined by CSM$B(x,H0)5m0@H01Jc

st(H0)x#%, and
obtain B(x,H) for H,H0 by numerically solving Eq.~5!
~with lower sign!. In insets A and B of Fig. 3 we show th
Jc

st(H) @cf. Eq. ~6!# and Br(H), respectively. The forward
and reverse magnetization curves are obtained from the
gral of field profilesB(x,H). They are plotted in the main
panel of Fig. 3. It compares very well to the experimenta
measured hystereis loop@see Fig. 4~c!# of an NbSe2 crystal at
6.95 K. The usually observed asymmetric nature of hyst
esis loop in the PE region is clearly brought out by th
model. To further analyze the asymmetry, we plot in th
inset A of Fig. 3,2M (H↑)/m0a and M (H↓)/m0a, which

FIG. 3. Magnetization hysteresis loop calculated withHlow

50.05T, Hp50.1T, Jc1 (5104 A/m2), Jc2 (520Jc1), H1

(50.12T), andHW(50.008T). Inset A shows the field dependenc
of theJc on the forward (H↑) and reverse (H↓) field cycles deter-
mined from the hysteresis loop obtained using the model. These
compared with theJc

st given by Eq.~6!. Inset B shows the field
dependence of the retardation parameterBr used in the calculation.

FIG. 4. Calculated minor curves initiated from different poin
(H,Hp) lying on the~a! forward curve and~b! the reverse curve.
They are compared with the experimental data on the NbSe2 crystal
at 6.95 K withHic shown in~c! and~d!, respectively. The envelope
loop has also been shown in each of the figures.
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signify theJc values on the forward and the reverse cycl
respectively. These are compared with theJc

st(H) originally
assumed in the model@Eq. ~6!#. From the inset A of Fig. 3 it
is clear that the induced currents on the forward~reverse!
cycle tend to remain lower~higher! than the stable valueJc

st

in the field regionHlow,H,Hp , thus reflecting the history
dependence inJc as seen in experiments.3,10

In Fig. 4~a! @Fig. 4~b!#, the calculated minor curves ob
tained by decreasing~increasing! the field from forward~re-
verse! curves, using the ideas discussed earlier, are comp
with the relevant experimental data in NbSe2 crystal shown
in Fig. 4~c! @Fig. 4~d!#. Finally, we display in Fig. 5~a! the
calculated minor curves with a field cooled state as the in

FIG. 5. ~a! Calculated minor curves obtained by decreasing
field after field cooling~in HFC,Hp) the system. They are com
pared with the experimental data shown in~b!.
,

ed

l

state. Recalling that a given FC state has a higher cri
current than the stable value at that field, we assumeJc

FC

5Jc2 for Hlow,H,Hp . The calculated results in Fig. 5~a!
are in excellent agreement with the experimental data sh
in Fig. 5~b!.

To conclude, we have presented a model for explain
the features in history dependent magnetization~minor
curves! observed in the peak effect region in various sup
conducting systems such as NbSe2 , CeRu2 , and
YBa2Cu3O7. In this model we have postulated the existen
of a stable critical current valueJc

st and the retardation pa
rameterBr , which are unique for a given field and tempe
ture. Our results indicate that the critical currents obtained
commonly used magnetic histories@viz., in increasing and
decreasing field cycles, field cooled~FC! case, etc.# corre-
spond to different metastable states of the vortex lattice w
varying degrees of lattice correlations. The success of
model in reproducing the experimental results attests to
usefulness. It remains to be seen if microscopic models
provide a basis for the phenomenological model descr
here and thus a more detailed understanding of the met
bility seen in experiments as well as in this model.
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